
II.-SOME OBSERVATIONS TOUCHING THE
COSMIC IMAGINING AND "REASON".

(Written October, 1917.)

3y DOUGLAS FAWCETT.

IN responding to Prof. Stout's invitation to reply to critics of
the World as Imagination I find myself in this fix. The
longer and more important notices by Dr. Schiller,1 Dr.
Boaanquet,5 Mr. Bertram Keightley,1 and Mr. Douglas
Ainslie,* raise very interesting issues but criticise, withal,
only the general trend of the work. And other reviews, in
the main very friendly, contain few considerations which
would have weight with the experts who read this quarterly.
In no case, so far as I am aware, has the detail of the new
metaphysical venture been criticised. This being so, my task
here will be to restate briefly the motives which led me to
frame the hypothesis of the Cosmic Imagination and to reply
at the same time to a few general criticisms which may pre-
judice its claim to be tested at length.

Ultimate all-inclusive reality, so runs the hypothesis, is
best regarded as imaginal; as conscious activity whose con-
tent resembles what, as directly lived by us, we call imagining.
It is not urged that the other aspects of human experience
are " unreal " or " illusory," it is suggested that this imaginal
aspect reveals the Eternal World-Ground less darkly than do
the others, shows it to us less transformed in the guises
which it takes on in the conflicts of time-process. The hour is
such as to invite experiment. Many of us are tired of the old
shibboleths. " All over Europe before the War," writes Dr.
Schiller, "academic lecture-rooms only re-echoed, in all
essentials and with minor of minimal variations, four great
substantive voices of antiquity, two of them Greek, Plate
and Aristotle, two of them German, Kant and Hegel, anc

1 H U D , July, 1917. * Hibbtrt Journal, March, 1917.
'The Quest, July and October, 1017. "The Cosmic Imagination,"

" The Imaginal World-Ground".
'The Observer.
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OB8EBVATIONS ON COSMIC IMAGINING AND "REASON". 1 5 3

philosophy, instead of advancing with the steady soreness of
science, rehearsed only the old problems and the old debates.
Nor was the situation materially different in America."'
Bergson, it is true, had stirred thought with " Creative
Evolution". But he had not dismayed the conservatives,
and his doctrine of the Itlan Vital failed to sound the depths
of the World-dynamic. Bergson, shall we say, had discussed
in terms of " life" a creative activity which we can unveil
yet further, knowing it as we do intimately and from the
inside in ourselves. My attempt at an advance was called
for, not, as Dr. Bosanquet seems to think, to gratify a liking
for novelty, but to remedy, if possible, existing failure. Cur-
rent available hypotheses about the World-Ground proving
unsatisfactory, someone had to take a risk and launch another.
After all, philosophy has to progress by its votaries imagining
novel solutions and applying them tentatively to the field of
experience Thus was born the imaginal hypothesis which
we are to consider: a step forward, it may be, in a direction
which has been indicated already, if darkly, by writers of
such different types as the philosopher Frohschammer and
the poets Shelley and Blake.

We are driven, then, to metaphysical experiment simply
because the available rival hypotheses, on being tested, con-
flict with experience. Thus you desire, let us say, to retain
idealism; idealism which need not, of course, be " subjective "
and ought, indeed, to be as "objective" as the veriest neo-
realist could desire. Well; yon cannot rest in idealism as
it comes to us from Hegel. The hypothesis that a dialectic-
ally-articulated " Eeason " or Logical Idea is sole ground and
*' sovereign of the world " ; that the realms of Nature and
Mind are, as Hegel believed), just " applied logic," are " a
particular mode of expression for the forms of pure thought,"
confronts insuperable difficulties and can have few, if any,
thoroughgoing advocates to-day. The hypothesis, as I have
urged at length elsewhere, is not elastic enough to be stretched
along the whole front of empirical being. Dr. Schiller sug-
gests that this " wildly whirling world " does not look much
like a work of Reason " similar enough to ours to be reason-
ably called one!"

Schopenhauer (who proffered a very unsatisfactory rival
hypothesis about the World-Ground), said much the same
thing, while a revolt against the once honoured metaphysics
of "Reason " marked the more mature thought of the plastic
Schelling. To-day, to be sure, we still hear much of " Reason "

1 MIHD, October, 1917.
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154 DOUGLAS FAWCETT:

from neo-Hegelians, but we note also that admirers of Hegel
no longer man the trench in which their hero fought and
died. They have abandoned " according to plan " the Dia-
lectic, so indispensable to his position, and they treat of
"Reason" and the "rational" in ways that mark, in fact, a
most decided retreat. No longer is " Reason " the Hegelian
sole ' substance,' ' energy,' and ' sovereign ' of the Universe.1
But modern thinkers who teach a Hegelism without Hegel
are prone to be unclear as to what the time-honoured sonorous
term " Reason," used in a metaphysical regard, actually
means. Finding no clearly expressed and adequate meaning
in modern Hegelistic literature I sought help by letter last
May from Dr. Bosanquet who replied that for him, at any
rate, "Reason" stands for " nisus to unity". Unfortunately
this statement, while definite enough, leaves much to be
desired. It is certain of course that Hegel would not have
regarded a mere "nisus to unity" as sole 'substance,'
' energy,' and ' sovereign ' of the world ! But He.gel, it will
be said, has been left behind and the " nisus " in question
must be considered in anew setting. Well and good. There
remain, then, the criticisms (1) that " nisus to unity " implies
time-succession and can, therefore, be nothing basic in a
Bosanquettian Universe which is supposed to transcend time;
(2) that the terms between which the " nisus " holds are not
themselves covered by this new definition of "Reason" so
that, apart from the " nisus," they lie, perhaps, outside the
alleged rational essence of the real. It is not enough for
advocates of rationalism to stress the " order and connexion '"
of "things," unless the "things" ordered and connected
are shown to have their roots in the " rational system "
of the world. The whole-souled panlogist might protest
that the completely "rational system" of Hegelism has
been forsaken for one which is lopsided and incomplete.
The " Reason " is no longer cosmic, no longer all-embracing,
all-it-iuaive. On the other hand the Irnaginal Hypothesis,
as we shall see, provides fully for conservative " order and
connexion" without crippling itself with the view that
" Reason " is the basis of anything and everything that
exists. Cosmic imaginal activity is expressed in "order and
connexion," but its general character seems not to resemble
closely the psychologic processes and results which we call

1 " While it is exclusively its own basis of existence and absolute final
aim it i> also t ie energising power realising this aim, developing it not
only in the phenomena of the Natural but also of the Spiritual Universe
—tie History of the World," is Hegel's attitude as expressed in the
Phil of Hutoiy (Sibree's TransL).
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OHbERVATIONS ON C06MIC IMAGINING AND " 11EASON ". 155

" reason " in ourselves and, further, it comprises also very
much of the real that no sane man can call rational at all.
It was in view of this domain of sub-rational fact that
Hegel declared that Nature is too weak to exhibit "Season "
everywhere, that much present to our experience is without
meaning. And assuredly the existence of lunatics or the
Great War in a system, wherein the real is said to be rational
and the rational real, is one of those things that " fellers,"
other than Lord Dundreary, may be pardoned for failing to
understand. Such " appearances," in fact, declare the in-
adequacy of the experimental hypothesis concerned.1

The term " Reason " is used with such different meanings,
vague and clear, that it is no longer suitable for philosophy
without an explicit preliminary declaration of one's purpose
in using it. Thus when Royce views it as " the 6earch for
truth as such " s he has apparently in view a movement in
finite sentients. His Absolute lacks nothing, strives after
nothing. But when Mr. James Tuckwell defines " Reason "
as " the activity in us and in all things of the one all-inclusive,
all-pervading Reality,"3 he is looking beyond this and that
finite sentient and considering Reality at large. The objec-
tion to this all-inclusive Reality being called "Reason "has
been mentioned already. The Reality can hardly be suffi-
ciently like the groping and stumbling reason, of which we
have knowledge of acquaintance, to warrant such naming.
The " activity " which Mr. Tuckwell has in view seems better
symbolised by the elastic and inclusive concept of the Cosmic
Imagining, which has room for all sorts of contents,—those
for instance, realising a " reasonable " purpose of cosmic width
and those also making for sub-purposive or " unreasonable "
conflict and chaos. Still Mr. Tuckwell's "Reason" is not a
name for that daisy-chain of pale categories which is sup-
posed by Hegel to be somehow 'specialised and developed
to Nature and Mind " and which, only by verbal device, could
be discussed as "active" at all. I cite his definition simply
to point out what oscillations of meaning mark the use of &

1 One must add that "Reason " viewed as a Bosanquettian " nisus to
unity" in very poorly illustrated by the attempt, say, of a moth to
" unify " ibielf with a flame ; an act which, as thwarting yurpotive living,
moot be classed ax irrational if words are to subserve any tolerable func-
tion. Many kinds of " nisus to unity " are irrational in this sense. The
fact that conservative connexions or ' laws' of nature are exemplified in
these cases would not entitle them to be labelled rational. An " intelli-
gible ' connexion is not always an " intelligent" one !

1 The World and Uu Individual, first series, p. 155.
1 The Quest, July, 1917-
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156 DOUGLAS FAWCETT:

word, so fraught with menace to clearness in philosophical
thinking.

Suppose, now, that, ignoring later experiments, we take
the system of Hegel as the typical philosophy of " Reason "
—the system of the logical or rational IDEA. Then our prof-
fered amendment is the system (so far as it is reducible to a
system) of the imaginal IDEA, that is to say, a World-Ground
which resembles more nearly what we call our " private im-
agining " than it does any other of the experience-aspects
present to us. No attempt need be made, as on the too
ambitious lines favoured by Hegel, to exhibit completely the
' eternal essence' of this Ground; sentients on our low
human level cannot hope to explore the ocean of the infinite
in this fashion. But something has been done if we are able
to aver that the World-Ground is not unlike certain conserva-
tive and creative activity as felt intimately and immediately
within ourselves. It is evident that this belief has con-
siderable pragmatic value Dr. Schiller's critical notice of
the hypothesis makes this clear. He allows that the philo-
sophy of the imaginal IDEA or Cosmic Imagining,1 if it be a
romance, is at least a consistent one. He agrees also that
" all the other metaphysical explanations involve and presup-
pose " that imagining- on which the hypothesis lays such
stress. As Mill wrote, the limits of hypotheses are the limits
of imagining. Most welcome too is his opinion to the effect
that the Cosmic Imagining " can really afford to be what
other metaphysical principles falsely claim to he, viz., all-
embracing.'1 It can be represented as including, not only
all reality but all ' unreality '. . . . Its elasticity and tolerance
contrast very favourably with the proud and narrow-minded
exclusiveness of the ordinary Absolutes, which always in the
end ignore the reals of low degree, though they usually begin
with a perfunctory parade of their inflexible resolve to absorb
all finite things." I do not, it is true, regard Cosmic Imagin-
ing as an Absolute among the Absolutes of tradition, not
arguing, for instance, toward a ' block-universe' and con-
tending strenuously for the reality of time-succession and
for novelty in every causal change. Nor, agaiu, do I label
it numerically either one or many ; and surely not a barely

'A reviewer in the Oxford Magazine takes exception to imagination
being regarded as the World-Ground and I mart allow, seeing that both
the conservative and creative aspects of the Ground are discussed as active,
that it would have been better to write of the *' World as Imagining ".
Bat there was the public to be considered and in pioneer work one is wise
not to take more liberties than one mast.

1 Italics mine.
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OB8BBVATI0NS ON COSMIC IMAGINING AND " REASON ". 157

J single principle ' of reality, since we have to take note of a
live plurality in the conflicts of creative evolution. But I
greet Dr. Schiller's main decision with great satisfaction;
unlike the rival " Absolutes " the new Power seems adequate.
Nature, with all its wealth and variety, order and disorder;
furtherings and thwartings of purpose, features fair and
foul, "rational" and "sub-rational," may be discussed as an
-episode distantly akin—" si parva licet componere magnis "—
to imaginal creation in ourselves. And we ourselves, again,
with our sane concepts and judgments, dreams, errors, follies,
hopes and fears, and the indefinite other detail of our affec-
tive lives are, like all the other subordinate sentients we wot
•of, so many eddies in the conscious life of a particular world-
system whence, in the slow process of the suns, a new Finite
God, born in part of us and our long martyrdom, is to emerge ;
an Osiris clad in glory after his baleful struggle with Set.
And, again, the particular world-system and its conscious
overlord, the evolving Finite God, what are even they
but spindrift on the ocean of the infinite: of the Cosmic
Imagining whose consciousness is the continuity of a spiritual
universe? Dr. Schiller does not allow that philosophy re-
quires belief in an all-grasping world-principle. But I gather
from his comment that, if he thought that such a principle
was required, he would incline to turn towards the one which
is interesting us now. The inquirer, who takes this initial
step, will go very far.

Imagining on the human level covers not merely the con-
serving and creating of relatively concrete images, e.g., of
tables and coats, but the creation of gaunt concepts such as
* energy' or ' negativity' and the framing of hypotheses whose
limits, as Mill himself incidentally contends, are the limits of
imagining. Mr. H. W. B. Joseph mentions the " logician's
imagination" and Mr. Bert rand Russell in Our Knowledge
of the External World insists that the " logical imagination "
—or shall we term it imagining which creates in the spheres
of logic and mathematics?—must be developed. Shake-
speare imagines when he creates Hamlet's and FalstafTs
characters and so does the worker in non-Euclidean geo-
metry or the "physics of imperceptibles". Hegel, again,
is imagining when he frames the hypothesis of the logical
IDEA or " Reason " and so too are Buchner and Moleschott,
the materialists, when they suppose that the gaunt con-
ceptual inventions " Matter " and " Force " are the World-
Ground. The founders of popular religions imagine, very
often remoulding the world fantastically to suit their hopes
and fears. Dickens and Thackeray are imagining when they
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158 JM)U(;LAK FAWCETT :

describe the emotional ordeals of men who never lived. All
social progress is the gift of imagining. Tt is clear that a
psychical activity much wider than mere image-awaring is
in view. Human reasonings themselves, as my next work
will endeavour to show, are forms of this conservative and
creative activity. The " paradox" of the syllogism will,
perhaps, trouble us no more when the Irnaginal Hypothesis
has invaded " psychologic ". But the complications of world-
imagining with private imagining are formidable and not to
be more than suggested in this brief paper.

Like rival hypotheses about the World-Ground, the con-
cept of the Cosmic Imagining is itself an imaginal creation.
It is true if the conceptual scheme created serves, sufficiently
well for my purpose, as a substitute-fact for the Universe.
In other words my private imagining in this matter is true
if it resembles, at however remote a distance, the general
character of Cosmic Imagining. Similarly my concept of
the Nebular Hypothesis or of the Geological Ages is true if
my private imagining corresponds, sufficiently well to serve
my interests, " theoretic " or other, with what has happened,
independently of my inferences about it, in the imaginal
structure of Nature, itself an aspect only of a particular
world-system, itself an episode. Time-succession, Space and
the "secondary" qualities having a standing in reality,
whether present to our sentiency or not, no grave difficulties
will be found to invest the " correspondence ".

The first marked advantage, then, of the Imaginal Hy-
pothesis lies in this. It does not have to suppose a cosmic
' essence ' or ' activity' of fundamentally another character
than the imagining which we know directly by acquaintance-
Its object (for which the philosopher's conceptual world,
scheme is a substitute-fact) is consubstantial with what re-
presents it This is well, since we are not able to grasp the
infinite Universe, " about" which we think, in the immediacy
of direct intuition. Not confronting the Infinite Imagining,
we have to think it through a makeshift which, however,
may possess not only a pragmatic " value " but also a con-
siderable leaven of truth. Meanwhile we have the consola-
tion that at one tiny point at least we are in direct touch
with this World-Ground itself.

The second and, it may be, the decisive advantage is the
"all-embracing" character noted by Dr. Schiller. Cosmic
Imagining can hold or create all manner of variety of being
—even " potential" worlds indefinitely numerous, even the
' contingency ' of the time-process much of which, treated as
meaningless and quite unassimilable by his system, so an-
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noyed Hegel, even the abominations of life which prompted
the revolt of Gautama Buddha and Schopenhauer, even the
" alogical" (for which Von Hartmann provided a tyranni-
cal autonomous Will warping the " logical " in disastrous
ways!) Imagining can comprise also artistic creation, on the
cosmic as on the petty human scale, but it is not clear on the
other hand how Hegel's logical IDEA could extrude sym-
phonies, colour miracles and poems. " Applied logic " must
not be asked for too much. It is to be feared that " Reason,"
as Dr. Bosanquet's " nisus to unity," would prove equally
sterile.

Imagining, indeed, is the overlapping psychical activity, in
which all manner of truth-objects can arise and vanish as-
waves come and go on a sea. Its " elasticity and tolerance "
are adequate to every call—adequate also, perhaps, when the
final destruction of sheer evil is concerned, is its intolerance.1
All that fouls the past and present is not to be conserved.

A third interesting point, not mentioned in my book, de-
serves notice here. It has been urged that the World-Ground
resembles private imagining, conservative and creative, more
nearly than it does other aspects of our experience. Note
now that this private imagining can be concerned solely with
itself. In private conceptual thought, on the other hand,
we have process in which there is reference to reality other
than the process of the thinking. Now the Cosmic Imagin-
ing resembles our most private imagining in this basic
regard. It does not refer to another reality. It is self-
sufficient and by hypothesis there is no other reality beyond
it Its object is no other than the content which fills it.
Were it of the character of conceptual or 'rational' thought
ordinarily so-called, it would be reaching forward eternally
to another contrasted with itself.

Metaphysics is an attempt, made wittingly or unwittingly,
to grasp the general character of Cosmic Imagining as seen
darkly through a conceptual substitute-system. Its final
aim is therefore conservative, though it attains this by way
of creative experimental hypothesis. It contrasts thus with
the dominantly creative ambition of Art.

" The waves of turmoil," writes Babindranath Tagore,
" are on the surface, and the sea of tranquillity is fathom-
less " : we are urging similarly that the Cosmic Imagining
is alike creative and conservative. Time-succession has
baffled many thinkers who, like Prof. A. E. Taylor, balk at
" the perhaps insoluble problem why succession in time

1 World at Imagination, pp. 262-254 »nd 270.
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160 DOUGLAS FAWCBTT:

should be a feature of experience".1 It need dismay them
no longer. It is impossible, perhaps, to account for the
show of succession, even when condemned as 'false ap-
pearance,' within an accomplished Universe of " Reason"
or like vaguely conceived Ground. But we may counter
by urging that an eternally fixed Imagining were absurd and
suggest that the changing side of this Imagining is just
"creative evolution" itself. Cosmic Imagining, in short,
being ultimately real, its mode of self-activity is equally real
as well. Time-succession is the form of Creation. The
presence of an imaginal dynamic in Nature and History, a
dynamic already half-visible in those "conservations" and
"transformations" which bulk so large in science, is to be
suspected. Verified and substituted for.Hegel's "universal
power," Dialectic, it would prove of commanding impor-
tance.1 This dynamic, again, in the case of any one particular
World-System, seems to begin, as the plain man indeed, when
discussing evolution, has always held. A Roycean beginning-
less and endless succession, a " well-ordered infinite series"
present altogether to the Absolute, must not be asserted of
this or that special world-romance or episode.

The Cosmic Imagining,* even if we disregard creative epi-
sodes, has a content which is surely not' timeless' but endures.
And alleged " eternal connexions of content" can refer only
to aspects of this enduring content. There are eternal truths
about the enduring character of imagining; there are minor
truths such that, having asserted x, we cannot refuse to assert
y, because x and y are co-implicated features of total com-
plexes, but who could assert that such complexes themselves
must always endure? We may find the task 0/ discrimin-
ating alleged " eternal" truths from merely very enduring
conservative connexions beyond our powers. Who is to be
sure that cosmic imagining comprises "necessarily" stable
reality in any quarter?

In our own world of change there is an " order and con-
nexion" on which great stress has been laid. It has even
been argued that all inference from experience rests on belief

•in eternal connexions—as if, forsooth, we required complete
" necessity" behind our inferences and could not, as the
climber in fact does when making inferences about couloirs
and routes, take a certain risk! Nevertheless Mr. Joseph,
who is among upholders of this view, admits that " the first
principles of science rest for the most part on no better

1 EUatentt of Metaphytia, p. 164.
< WoHd at Inaginatutn, pp. 342-376, and 467-473.
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OB8BBVATIONB ON COSMIC IMAGINING AND " SEASON ". 1 6 1

foundation than this, that no others have been suggested
which explain the facts equally well."1 And they serve us
on the whole as faithfully as we require them to do.

But even when we hit upon the truth, is it not safer as a
rule to discuss conservative connexions of indefinitely endur-
ing kinds than "eternal connexions," about which we are
not in a position to write confidently ? " What is the value
of an eternal connexion save as a guarantee of particular
judgments (applications) and a guide to the prediction of
happenings? Th<? scientific law or universal is no doubt
more valuable than a particular observation because it can
lead to an indefinite number of such observations. But for
all that scientific generalisations are constructed on a basis
of particular observations, and must ultimately show them-
selves relevant to the course of events. If they fail to do this
they become unmeaning, and, sooner or later, we balk at
calling them untrue." * In a world-order in large part experi-
mental, one from much of which changing reality escapes,
there must arise many conservative connexions which are
moribund and fade eventually into the void. The imagining
that creates can also, at need, and in the attaining of perfect
reality, destroy.

Cosmic Imagining comprises, then, conservative con-
nexions, some of which endure indefinitely and some of which
may have a brief career. Many of these stable connexions
subserving wide purposes can be called, if you like the term,
' rational'. But not all such connexions can be labelled in
this way; thus ' laws' or ' habits' of Nature may be exempli-
fied in situations of futility and sheer evil. Hegel himself
has to regard portions of Nature as without meaning.

Only a few features of the Imaginal Hypothesis can be
noticed now. But I ought, perhaps, to indicate its relation
to mysticism. It purports to supply the intellectual founda-
tion for a mysticism that starts, as Dr. McTaggart would
say, " from the understanding ". Cosmic Imagining has no
place, save in finite sentients, for the substitute-facts known
as concepts and does not generalise or ' deduce' syllogistically
or extra-syllogistically, but enjoys the higher immediacy of
feeling in which thought and thought-about, idea and reality,
coincide.* When the mystic longs for a direct world-grasp,

1 Introduction to Logic, p. 468.
• Dr. Schiller, " The Import of Propositions " : A Symposium. Pro-

ettdingt of the ArUtottlian Society, 1914-16.
'In World a* Imagination, p. 142, oocors a passage : " If I could aware

the ' State' in the fulness of immediate presence, with all its complicated
human activities experienced concretely together, I nhoold not need a
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162 DOUGLAS FAWCETT:

for ctwiprehension in its complete form as rich and satisfying
as a fully felt complex of colour or sound, it is likely that he
has in view a concrete cosmic imagining—is dreaming of the
goal in which thinking "about" has closed with, and become
quenched in, its " other ". Blake's notion of human imagina-
tion " expanding " within the imagination of God floods the
usually vague ideal of mystics with light. Mystics have the
great virtue of making us discontented with bare intellectual
achievement. But let us not overlook that " besetting sin "
of the mere mystic which has been pointed out by Prof. A. E.
Taylor. The mystic is apt to revert to " the lower form of
immediacy upon which intellectual reflexion has not done
its work, instead of pressing on to the higher in which the
effect of that work is preserved, though its form is trans-
cended".1 He has done little, s.o far, in the way of solving
the time-honoured problems of philosophy. And in his
poorer types he evades the pain of thinking only to slide back
towards the mentality of the cod. The ordinary mystic in
truth has not " expanded" sufficiently within the Cosmic
Imagining to be able to discern the deeper truths that we re-
quire. But this i3 not to say that the far-off goal of his quest
is not all that enthusiasm declares it to be: a reality of in-
definitely rich content, at once cosmic emotion, knowing, and
being, to be grasped intuitively in direct feeling beside which
even the most complete of our makeshift rational systems
would seem absurd.

I turn to consider some criticisms of Dr. Schiller's, ignor-
ing, perforce, in so doing the many views which I share with
that distinguished thinker. And first as to his suggestion
that metaphysics is poetry. Now Metaphysics progresses by
way of a succession of tentative creative hypotheses, but its
final effect surely is to provide some conservative statement
of the character of reality as it is. Not that to be poetry is
to be necessarily untrue ; every work of the Cosmic Imagin-
ing is itself, whatever its subsidiary features, a poem. A
world-episode might be likened to an epic, the creative IDEA
to an artist. In this connexion it is to be noted that Dr.
Schiller, besides being a pragmatist, is also a poet; Riddles
of the Sphinx marking brilliant experimental work in mona-
dology. And I take it that his metaphysics, which, of course,

concept (usually a Tory abstract makeshift) ' about' it, etc " Dr. Bosan-
quet in his Hibbert Journal notioe haa oritieised thin as if I meant to refer
to a "lower immediacy " of unanalyoed feeling. He has overlooked the
fact that there is a "higher immediacy" compatible with perfect di»-
erimination of every aspect of the content awarecL

1 Elements of MttapkytieM, p. 163.
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OBSERVATIONS ON COSMIC IMAGINING AND "REASON". 1 6 3

he will class "ruthlessly" with poetry, is also an adventure
in the quest of truth.

Dr. Schiller mentions a difficulty touching the concept of
an " impersonal " imagination. But I do not suppose Cosmic
Imagining to be sub-, but superpersonaL The World-Ground
is conceived by me explicitly as conscious ; this consciousness
being the con-tinuity of the contents of a psychical Universe.
To be conscious on this level transcends the way in which
a single finite sentient, with its intermittent 'self-content
contrasting with a ' not-self,' is conscious. The cosmic con-
sciousness which has all finite sentients and all existent
contents present to It, cannot be called ' personal' to any
profit. Indeed if we call It ' personal,' we merely describe
It as a defective and fragmentary ' person' like one of our-
selves and that way lies trouble. The truly important point
for metaphj'sics is that we should allow that the World-
Ground is conscious and that It enjoys also purposive affec-
tive being.1 Those religionists, again, who desire to worship
a reality more closely resembling themselves are not sent
empty away. There remains the God (and Gods) of their
special world-system; the Overlord in Whom this system
is conscious. What object of devotion could be more utterly
vital to them than such a God ?

Dr. Schiller avers that I condemn the Ontological Argu-
ment but have found it useful, nevertheless, in places. But
this is a misapprehension of my procedure. I have nowhere
to my knowledge argued from the mere concept to the reality,
independent of my conceiving it, of a cosmic consciousness.
I have argued from the intuition of conscious continuity
within my actual experience to a universal continuity of the
same nature. And this continuity, I contend, treated as an
hypothesis seems to be confirmed by the experience that all
things " in one another's being mingle," nay by the mere fact
that we can be aware of a related plurality, at all. This might
be cited as an instance of the method of exploiting alleged
intuitions so as to discover at leisure whether they are of any
worth.

Dr. Schiller himself has experimented with the hypothesis
of monads and, in reply to the question as to how monads
get related, suggests that, given the primeval monads, there
is given also the possibility of their coming into relations.
When such relations are established, the monads, under the
constraining influence of a God-monad, begin a world-pro-
cess. Novelties do occur, as many of us admit, so why

1 Cf. World a* Imagination, pji. 224-233, on Cosmic Kmotion.
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should we not allow for such a happening as this ? But, in
the first place, we have no empirical evidence for the belief
that there exist self-sufficient monads, unrelated or related.
What are called " monads" can be discussed much more
fruitfully as centres of psychical activity whose contents be-
long not only to them but to the wider territory of the
World-Ground. Until there is a case made out for be-
lief in genuinely pluralistic monads, we need not concern
ourselves with the manner in which existents of the kind
are related. First establish the reality of the monads and
we will take thought about the riddle involved in their being
related. Note, however, that the "novelty" of their being
related would be very different from the novelties which
figure in the epic of creation viewed as process in the Cosmic
Imagining. Novelties within 3uch imagining, which is at
once one and many, may be conceived readily enough, for
like events seem to occur momentarily within our own minor
lives. But a novelty, which consisted in the conversion of
a monads' " multiverse " into a universe, would be a fact
happening without adequate conditions. For the primeval
monads, since they are unrelated by hypothesis, are not in
cognitive relations, are unaware of one another. They have
no common " intelligible space," in which to meet; and there
is no conscious power beyond themselves which could imagine
a mode of their meeting. And, even if they could meet, this
miracle, which had happened so inexplicably, could also, I
presume, cease inexplicably and leave ' not a rack' behind.
If, however, you admit the reality of a World-Ground which
includes the " monads," you may be driven to consider dnon
whether this Ground is not the Cosmic Imagining after all
with the alleged " monads " as so many centres of experi-
ence within it. For imagining is just such a principle as
believers in novelty require.

I have dealt here only with a few aspects of the Imaginal
Hypothesis, which have evoked comment. The experiment
has been dealt with in more detail elsewhere.
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